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1 Abstract 2 Nomenclature and Acronyms
Air traffic control automation synthesizes aircraft
trajectories for the generation of advisories.
Trajectory computation employs models of aircraft
performances and weather conditions. In contrast,
actual trajectories are flown in real aircraft under
actual conditions. Since synthetic trajectories are
used in landing scheduling and conflict probing, it
is very important to understand the differences
between computed trajectories and actual
trajectories. This paper examines the effects of
aircraft modeling errors on the accuracy of
trajectory predictions in air traffic control
automation. Three-dimensional point-mass aircraft
equations of motion are assumed to be able to
generate actual aircraft flight paths. Modeling
errors are described as uncertain parameters or
uncertain input functions. Pilot or autopilot
feedback actions are expressed as equality
constraints to satisfy control objectives. A typical
trajectory is defined by a series of flight segments
with different control objectives for each flight
segment and conditions that define segment
transitions. A constrained linearization approach is
used to analyze trajectory differences caused by
various modeling errors by developing a linear time
varying system that describes the trajectory errors,
with expressions to transfer the trajectory errors
across moving segment transitions. A numerical
example is presented for a complete commercial
aircraft descent trajectory consisting of several
flight segments.
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Terminal sensitivity matrices
Speed of sound
Coefficients of lift and drag
Aerodynamic drag
Disturbances vector
Equations of motion
Constraint equations (control equations)
Altitude (geometric, pressure)
Engine incidence angle
Aerodynamic lift
Mach number
Total aircraft mass
Output equations
Static air pressure
Parametric error vector
Reference wing area
Engine thrust
Time
Control vector
True airspeed vector
Inertial Velocity vector
Calibrated airspeed
Ground speed
Easterly component of wind
Northerly component of wind
Vertical component of wind
Horizontal component of wind
Wind component in velocity direction
Wind component in lateral velocity direction
Wind component in vertical velocity direction
State and output vectors
East and North positions
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CTAS
FMS
TRACON
Angle of attack
Angle between thrust and relative wind
Parametric variations in model
Engine control variable (E.G. EPR, PLA, N1)
Flight path angle (relative to air mass)
Flight path angle (relative to ground)
Segment termination condition
Segment transition matrices
Velocity Heading (relative to air mass)
Velocity Heading (relative to ground)
Wind direction
Bank Angle
Center-TRACON Automation System
Flight Management System
Terminal Radar Approach Control
3 Introduction
Increase in nation-wide air travel has put severe
burdens on the current air traffic control system
and controller's workload. It has become
increasingly important to develop computerized
automation to assist air traffic controllers.
Over the last decade, researchers at NASA Ames
Research Center have designed and tested an air
traffic control automation system, called
Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS).
CTAS generates and displays descent advisories for
air traffic controllers. Following these advisories,
aircraft can descend efficiently, land in a scheduled
order, and avoid potential conflict.
In essence, an air traffic control automation
system, such as CTAS, consists of a scheduling tool
and a trajectory synthesizing tool. Trajectory
synthesis computes flight trajectories for many
aircraft. These trajectories must be consistent with
the air traffic control regulations and pilot
procedures. They are efficient, conflict-free, and
meet scheduled times of arrival. Based on these
trajectories, the scheduler generates an efficient
landing order and landing times. Finally, the ATC
automation system extracts advisories from these
trajectories for each aircraft in terms of heading,
speed, and altitude. Therefore, trajectory synthesis
is a core element to air traffic control automation.
Trajectory synthesis uses models of aircraft
performance and weather conditions. These models
necessarily contain errors from various sources. As
a result, computed trajectories are different from
aircraft trajectories flown in actual conditions.
Because computed trajectories are used in conflict
probing and scheduling, it is crucial to estimate the
range of differences between computed trajectories
and actual trajectories caused by modeling errors.
This paper presents an efficient approach for
analyzing these differences. In this paper, pilot
feedback controls are expressed as equality
constraints that follow ATC and pilot procedures.
Aircraft trajectories consist of a sequence of flight
segments defined by changing control objectives
and segment termination conditions. Various
sources of errors are examined and described by
either uncertain parameters or uncertain functions.
A constrained linearisation approach is developed
for a complete descent profile similar to profiles
used in the CTAS system. As a result, trajectory
differences are governed by a set of linear,
time-varying, ordinary differential equations with
expressions that account for the change in segment
transition times. The proposed method offers
physical insight into the effects of various modeling
errors and is computationaily efficient.
In the rest of the paper, three-dimensional
point-mass aircraft equations are first presented.
Different components of the trajectory differences
are analyzed, followed by discussions of
mathematical representations by trajectory states,
controls, and modeling errors. Then, theories of
constrained linearisation are developed. The use of
constrained linearization is demonstrated with an
example of a Boeing 757 descent. Time histories of
trajectory error are demonstrated for s drag
modeling error.
4 Equations of Motion
The point mass aircraft equations of motion with a
dynamic wind environment are listed below. The
equations of motion are written in the air-mass
relative frame of reference, with the kinematic
equations written in the inertial frame of reference.
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Other quantities of interest can be represented as
functions of the state variables.
M = V,/a(h,)
sa2"a- L P,t + 1 - 1 + 1 1
=
The aerodynamic and propulsiveforcesare
functionsof the statesand the controlvariables
CL, _I'.
L = _p(h)V, SC,_
= _p(h)V,2SCv(CL, M)D
T = T(_r, by, M, AISA)
flay = rhy(Tr , hv, M, AISA)
The equations of motion form a 7 state system (V,,
_la, 7a, zi, Yl, hi, m) with 3 control variables (CL,
_, _b). The other quantities of interest are
represented as functions of the state variables and
are considered to be outputs of the system of
dynamic system.
5 Trajectory Deviations
All errorsources that cause predicted aircraft
trajectoriesto deviatefrom actualflown
trajectoriescan be organized into the followingsix
categories.
1. Theoretical approximations
2. Numerical approximations
3. Modeling errors
4. Measurement errors on the ground
5. Measurement errors on the airplane
6. Tracking properties of the pilot,
autopilot, or Flight Management
System.
Many of the error sources can be incorporated into
the equations of motion as additional inputs to the
system of equations. The inputs that represent
these errors sources are categorized by whether the
error is constant over the course of the flight, or
varies. The constant error sources will be collected
in a vector called if, and the varying error sources
in J(O.
Figure 1 illustrates the definition of four different
trajectories, ftrs represents a trajectory computed
by numerical integration of the TS equations. /trs
represents the theoretical trajectory described by
the TS equations of motion. Yo represents a
reference aircraft trajectory found by integrating
the point mass equations of motion with no other
errors introduced. Finally, y represents the actual
aircraft trajectory described by the point mass
equations of motion with all error sources
introduced.
The deviations between these 4 trajectories will be
studied independently, with this paper focusing on
the deviation caused by external error sources.
1. Errors due to external error sources
2. Errors due to different sets of equations
3. Numerical integration errors
t£me
D
Figure 1: Components of Trajectory Deviations
For a more detailed description of error sources and
components of trajectory deviations, see Reference
[1].
6 Trajectory Representation
In both actual flight and in trajectory predictions
using FMS and "IS algorithms, a complete
trajectory is divided into a series of segments. The
segments are defined by 2 control objectives for the
longitudinal motion, and 1 control objective for the
lateral motion. The 2 longitudinal control
objectives are chosen from 3 groups of objectives:
speed (Mach number, CAS), vertical path (altitude,
altitude rate, flight path angle), or throttle setting.
The flight segment transitions are determined by
segment termination conditions, or "capture
conditions". Typical capture conditions are
altitude, CAS, Mach, and path distance.
The system of equations is represented
symbolically by collecting the states, controls,
inputs, outputs, and error sources into vectors.
= [¼,_o,%,z,,y,,h,,m,t]'
= [., c_, _]'
= [Vc.,s,_'cAs,M,._,_,,_.'r._.V_,V,,
by,i_p,by,hi, V_,VcAs,T]'
E = [AW=,AW,, AWh]'
AVe, AMe, Ahe, AZTOD]'
The perturbed equations of motion can be
representedby the system ofequations:
:" f(E, _, _ p") (1)X "-
_(t,c) = z'_o+ A_,c (2)
6 = {_($,tT,_f,t) (3)
0 = _(_(_,),f,t,) (4)
# = .,q(_,_,E,p') (5)
These equations of motion are integrated segment
by segment to obtain a reference trajectory. The
segment transition times are denoted tl, t_, ...,
and the end of the trajectory by tI .
The state variation is defined at a fixed point in
time by the difference between the reference
trajectory and the perturbed trajectory.
t_(t) = =(t)-=o(t) (11)
The equations of motion are linearized by
evaluating the first variation, in the sense of the
calculus of variations.
6E = Ft6E+ Fu6*7+ FdtF+ Fpf (12)
6 = Gt6E+Gu6_+Gad+ Gvf (13)
Since the constraintequations have been chosen to
be well behaved, Equation (13) can be solvedfor
the perturbed controls.
=_o;l +O,Z+ (14)
Substituting (14) into (12) and collecting terms:
+(Fd - F.G;_G_)E
+(F, - F_G;'Gv)#
where : F= - F, - Fu G_XG= , etc.
(15)
The output variation is found in a similar fashion.
617 = A/'.6E+ ,/Vdd+ Nv,_ (16)
7 Constrained Linearization
Define the reference trajectory, zo(t) by choosing:
E= 6,,_= 6, A_.. = &
=0 = f(_0,,_o,6,o3
6 = _(_o,_o,6,6,t)
0 = _(_o(ts),6,9)
_° = #(_o,_o,6,0")
The above linearized system is defined at each
point in time along the reference trajectory, with
the equations changing discontinuously st the
segment transitions. Additionally, the segment
transition times will vary as the trajectory is
perturbed.
(_)
(7) Define the statedifferentialdz(ti)as the difference
(8) between zo(ti)and z(t,+ dti),the state at the i'th
referencetransitionat time t_and the stateat the
(9) perturbed transitionat time t_+ dt_.Since the
(10) equations change at time t_,the distinctionwillbe
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made below whether the values are before (t_') or
after (t +) the transition.
dr(t,) =_ z(t, + dt,) - z,(t,)
= _(t?) + z(t;)dt, - _.(t,)
= 6_(t[') + F'(t'i')dt, (17)
= 6_(t +) + P(ti+)dt_ (18)
d_r
where, P(t) = P(z,p,d,t)= _zla=o. see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Errors During Segment Transition
The differential of the capture condition must be
zero to ensure that it is satisfied at the perturbed
transition time. This will require a differential in
the segment transition time to satisfy the capture
condition.
Otki f+ 0¢_ dt_+1dq)i = Oo--_d_(ti+l) + _ --_
= _zO'b_6 z(ti-+l) +._.pO,k_g
+ ( O0--_i'(t?+,) + O-_--2)dt,+,
= _zO¢'_(t?+ 1) + "bb-p°_1¢+ ,_dt_+_ = 0
O_bip(t;+l ) + O¢i
where, _i- _
Solving for the differentialin segment transition
time:
(19)dt,+_ = -_,-XL-_- = +-_-p.j
The portion of the perturbed trajectory with a
light line in Figure 2, between the reference
transition time (ti) and the actual transition time
(ti + dti), is fictitious but is required later for the
expressions for terminal error. This segment is
required since the time differential is allowed to be
arbitrary. This fictitious trajectory segment could
be removed for the time histories of trajectory
error, but since this is not the main purpose of the
method, that is not described.
Equations (15) and (18) represent a linear dynamic
system with time varying coefficients that describe
the response of the trajectory errors to the
disturbances, with transitions between segments
described by equations (17), (18) and (19). The
following section will discuss various uses of this
system to analyze the trajectory sensitivities.
The method of Constrained Linearization can be
formulated with any appropriate independent
variable instead of time, such as path distance.
8 Uses of the Linearized System
8.1 Trajectory Error History
The linear time varying system that describes the
trajectory errors can be integrated across each
segment from the initial conditions at time to to
time t/.
-(_)
6i(t) = 61(to) + _[61(t +) - 6_(t_)]
i----1
This can be integratedto determine the variation
inthe statehistory.The summation terms account
for the change in the closedloop stateequations
acrossthe segment transitionscombined with the
differentialin the transitiontime. n(t) represents
the number oftransitionsthat have been
encountered through time t.Substitutingthe
definitionof 6_ from Equations (17) and (18):
6i(t) = dr(to) - _'(to)dt,
n(t)
+ -t(t )Id ,
i----1
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Note that the integration occurs from the reference
initial time to to the reference final time tl, with
each segment being integrated from ti to ti+l, since
the state variations across the segment transitions
due to the transition time differences are accounted
for by the _'dt_ terms. (See Figure 2.)
The differential in the final state can be found from
Equation (17).
dz(tl) -- 6_(t]') + _'(t_')dt! (22)
8.2 Expressions for Terminal Error
It is valuable to have expressions for the terminal
error that do not require integrating the full linear
time varying system for each set of disturbances
and parameters chosen. This section describes an
expression for the error at the end of a single
segment based on the conditions at the beginning
of the segment and the errors introduced during
the segment. This method is then extended for
multi-segment trajectories by accounting for the
change in errors across the segment transitions.
Evaluating Equation (20) from an initial time ti to
a final time ti+l:
6_(t_-+l ) -- 6_(t +)
To obtain an expression for the final state variation
ira terms of only the disturbances and parameters,
the state variation in the integrand of the above
equation must be eliminated. This will be
accomplished by adjoining the integrand with a
Lagrange multiplier matrix A times the state error
evolution equation. This does not change the
integral, since the state equation is always zero, but
is a trick that can be used to simplify the problem.
The Lagrange multiplier will be chosen to eliminate
5_ in the integrand.
5_(t.+_) = 6_(_ +)
Integrating by parts and collecting terms.
6_(t?+1) = 5_(t +) (23)
- + +)
f;'÷'+ [(.+^)P.
+ (I + A)P,,/+ + A)P, dt
Choose: A(t_-+l ) -- 0 (24)
= -(z + ^)P. (25)
A can be integrated backwards in time as a
function of the reference trajectory alone -
independent of the variations in the initial and final
conditions, and the disturbances and parameters.
A physical interpretation of A is the sensitivity of
the final state to a variation in the current state
derivative. A(t) =
Substituting Equations (24) and (25) into (23), and
gathering terms, the state variation at time t_'+l is:
ti÷l+ b,(t)d(t) dt (26)
J|i
where:
ai -"
b,(O =
Ci -"
(I + A(t/+)) (27)
(I 4- A) Fa (28)
._t,''+' (I 4- A) Fvdt (29)
The variation in the final state at the final time is
not the desired answer, since a differential in final
state is required to satisfy the terminal condition.
For a single segment trajectory, or the final
segment of a multi-segment trajectory, the fined
state differential is found by extrapolating along
the trajectory for the time differential dti+l (19).
dz(t_+l) = 6_(t_-+1 ) + P'(tT+l)dt,+l
dz(',+l) (I - P(t_-+_)_i-'-_zi ) 6_(t_-+_)
-P(t?+_)_i -_ #O--_g
'_ = I- P(t?+_)_-_ °_-_ (30)
- • 1 O_
= -F(t.+0¢? T; (31)
dz(ti+x) = @i 6_(t_'+_)+O_ ff (32)
Thematrix _i can be interpreted as taking the
variation in state at the final time along the
constrained equations of motion until the terminal
condition is met. The matrix Oi can be interpreted
as the change in final state due to a perturbation of
the termination condition _b.
Substituting Equation (26) into (32), and
simplifying the result.
dz(ti+l) = al 6_(t +)+ Cif
116+1+ B,(t)d(Odt
Jtl
where:
Ai = @i ai
Bi(t) = ¢i b,(t)
C_ = @i ci + ei
For a segment transition, the errors are
extrapolated from the end of the first segment to
the perturbed transition time, then back to the
reference transition time. Equating Expressions
(17), (18) at time ti+l, substituting Equation (19),
and solving for 6a_(t++l) yields:
•- xa_,
¢, = i + (f(t++,) _
e, =
ai(t++,) = ) + C,f
ti+l+ B,(t)d(t) dt
Jfti
where, Ai, Bi, Ci are found from Equations (34) -
(36).
Extending the result to multiple segments:
Ai = @i ai Ai-1
Bi(t) = @i (bi(t) + aiBi-1)
Ci = _i (ei +aiCi_l)+Oi
The expressions A, B(t), and C can be interpreted
as the influence functions of the initial conditions,
disturbances, and parameters on the final state
differential. The influence functions provide a
quantification of the effects of the error sources on
the final state differential. The influence functions
A and C can be interpreted directly as the
sensitivity of the final states to the initial
conditions and parameters. B(t) can be examined
as a function of time to observe when the trajectory
is most sensitive to the disturbances, or integrated
with a given disturbance history a_(t) to obtain the
total error due to a particular disturbance.
8.3 Worst Case Disturbances
The influence function B(t) indicates the influence
of the disturbances at a point in time on the final
(33) states. This influence function can be used at each
point in time to select a worst case disturbance to
drive the final state error in a particular direction.
(34) For example, the disturbance vector may be
magnitude limited and we are interested in what is
(35) the worst case error for any disturbance that meets
(36) this condition. The product of B(t) and the so
chosen worst case disturbance d'(t) can be
integrated to obtain an estimate of the worst case
errors for a given class of disturbances.
8.4 Covariance Analysis
The linear time varying system lends itself well to
the analysis of random disturbances using
covariance analysis. This analysis provides the
standard deviation of the state error as a function
of time given statistical properties of the
disturbances.
Bryson and Ho, [13] pages 342-345, describe a
method of covariance analysis for a linear time
varying system with random noise inputs,
A method to account for the covariance
propagation across segment transitions is under
development.
9 Example Application
An example is presented for a descent trajectory
with a flight profile similar to a CTAS descent
through an Approach Control Center airspace. The
aircraft model used is the CTAS Boeing 757 model•
The reference trajectory is define by the sequence
of flight segments described in Table 1 below. Also
shown in Table 1 are the segment transition
conditions, the times the transitions occur, and the
changesto thetransitiontimesdueto a drag
perturbation. The reference trajectory is shown in
Figure 3.
The trajectory deviation due to a modeling error in
drag of 5% is shown in Figure 4, as computed by
the method described in Section 8.1.
The sensitivity of the final states of the reference
trajectory to the initial conditions and parametric
error sources can be computed directly from the
trajectory as described in Section 8.2. Table 2
shows selected columns from the matrix A and
Table 3 shows the matrix C. The columns of both
tables have been scaled by reasonable magnitudes
of the error sources for a better comparison of
relative importance of trajectory error due to the
error sources. Note that the reference trajectory
ends in a level flight segment at specified airspeed
and inertial position, so the final state errors are
absorbed primarily in the final time. The idle
thrust perturbation is between the nominal model
of idle thrust and zero idle thrust at all flight
conditions.
10 Conclusions
This paper develops a constrained linearization
approach for the analysis of differences between
computed and actual aircraft trajectories in air
traffic control automation. Synthesized trajectories
are needed in ATC automation to predict aircraft
flight paths. Due to the modeling errors in
trajectory computations, synthetic trajectories are
different from actual trajectories. In this paper,
modeling errors are described with uncertain
parameters and uncertain functions. Pilot feedback
control actions are expressed as equality
constraints along a flight path. A constrained
linearization approach is developed to analyze
trajectory perturbations along a reference path
caused by modeling errors. A numerical example is
presented to illustrate the applications of the
proposed techniques. The example demonstrates
the efficiency and physical insight offered by the
proposed approach.
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Seg #
1 hp = 35000 ft
2 M - 0.78
3 VCAS -- 310 knt
4 h_ = 10000 ft
5 hp = 10000 ft
Control Obj. 1 Control Obj. 2 Capture Cond. End Time Time Diff
M = 0.78
7r = idle
_r = idle
x = idle
VCAS = 250 knt
zi = 70 nm
trCAS = 307 knt
hp = 10400 fl
VCAs = 250 knt
zi = 150 nm
560.8 sec
678.4 sec
1094.0 sec
1164.2 sec
1312.3 sec
Table 1: Example Trajectory Description (A 757 Descent)
0 8ec
-5.6 sec
-26.9 sec
-30.8 sec
+12.5 sec
Final
State
Error
knots
74 deg
zi nmile
hi feet
mg lbs
t/ sec
Initial State Error
zi hi m9
1 knot 0.2 nmile 200 ft 7000 lbs
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1.08 2.80 5.72 7011.4
-0.023 -1.60 0 -7.94
Table 2: Terminal Sensitivity to Initial Conditions
Vt
7a
xi
hi
mg
t!
Final
State
Error
knot
deg
nmile
feet
lbs
8ec
IdleThrust Drag
see text + 5 %
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-27.6 -I01
2.0 12.5
Parametric Error Source
Wind VcAso
5 knots 2 knots
0 2.27
0 0
0 0
0 0
-33.8 -I0.3
19.3 -1.3
0.005
0
0
0
0
-7.41
o4.51
200 ft
0.854
0
0
200
3.61
-I.04
Table 3: Terminal Sensitivity to Parametric Errors
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Figure 3: Boeing 757 Descent Reference Trajectory sad Perturbed Trajectory
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Figure 4: Trajectory Deviation Due to 5 % Drag Error
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